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THE BBI combinatory dic-
tionary

in the thousands of lexical and grammati-
calOF ENGLISH A GUIDE TO collocations word combinations

WORD combinations morton ben-
son

which are critically important yet discou-
raginglyevelyn benson and robert ilson difficult for ESL students to mas-
terphiladelphia john benjamins 1986 ppap

286 xxxvi 220022.002200 hardback 10.001000
paperback word combinations in english are no

simple matter the introduction to the
the promotional material accompanying BBI combinatory dictionary lists eight

the BBI combinatory dictionary of different types of grammatical collocationslocationscol
english hails it as a new kind of noun prepositions combinations nouns
dictionary one youve never seen before followed by to infinitive nouns that can
for those who have been perfectly happy be followed by a that clause preposition
with the old kinds of dictionaries and noun combinations adjective preposi-

tionnever thought of using anything else a combinations etc and seven major
number of questions immediately come to types of lexical locationscollocationscol verb noun
mind what is new about this one pronoun adjective noun noun verb
what does it do why is it needed units associated with a noun and verb

adverb
further fueling ones curiosity is the fact

that this dictionary has a relatively small it doesnt take much ESL teaching ex-
periencenumber of entries fewer than 15000 and perience to know that the intricacies of

does not provide many of the features one these combinations cause no end of trou-
blenormally expects in a dictionary for in-

stance
for most ESL students who often pro-

duceit does not indicate how a word is sentences such as he did suicide or
pronounced except to differentiate homo he bore a strong resemblance with his
graphs such as bow bau and bow bou brother
there is not even a hint of word etymolo-

gies and most surprisingly many entries traditional dictionaries offer little help
do not even include definitions in such matters but the combinatory

dictionary of english provides a solution
what the BBI combinatory dictionary to problems of this nature for example

of english does provide however makes opening the book to pages 116117116 117 stu-
dentsit an extremely valuable reference book for who may have written the storm did

students and teachers of english as a sec-
ond

havoc to the city can learn that the appro-
priatelanguage and for native speakers of verbs to use with havoc are play

english also although to a lesser degree raise or wreak and that the proper follow-
ingthis new kind of dictionary specializes preposition is with entries on the
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same two pages explain that one commits now you can reply look it up in the
harakiriharakiri overcomes a handicap makes combinatory dictionary
haste and battens down the hatches addi-
tional entries still on the same two pages while this new kind of dictionary does
help ESL learners with other troublesome not offer many of the features that one ex-

pectspoints for example traditions are hand-
ed

in a dictionary it contains a wealth
on to the next generation but handed of important and useful information that

downfromdown from previous ones and if you give dictionaries have traditionally failed to pro-
videsomeone a handshake it can be firm or thus the BBI combinatory dic-
tionarywarm but not hot of english is intended to supple-
ment rather than supplant the old kind

in the past when your ESL students of dictionaries in that complementary
came to you with word combination prob-
lems

role it is a valuable reference book that
about all you could respond was ESL learners and teachers ought to have

we dont say it that way those are eng-
lish

and keep handy

words but they dont go together




